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ANTI - RAGG ING SOUAD

The Anti-Ragging squad for the year 2021-22 has been reconstituted
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Functions

The duties of the Anti_Ragging Squad include but is not limited to_
a. Adhering to a du[r roster;
b' Remaining vig,ant and agile at alr times and arso provide necessary

details so that the members are easily reachabie even by freshers andother students;

c. Identify the places of potential ragging
d. Making surprise checks in the places of potential ragging (hostels,

common students room, playgrounds and transport facilities and
other areas) even at odd hours for which the Anti-Ragging Squad
shall be duly empowered;

e' Making discreet enquiries regarding compliance and adherence of
these regulations by seniors;

f. conducting anonymous surveys that may be random, to identify
possibly unreported incidents of ragging as designed by the college

g' checking freshers for any injuries or indirect evidences of possible
ragging such as inabilify to stay awake during the day indicating
possible ragging throughout the night or inability ro sleep due to fear
of ragging;

h' Informing the authorities concerned to rectify vulnerabre areas such
as dark stretches due to fused bulbs, etc.

i. Making on the spot and other necessary enquiries on incidents of
ragging and report to the Anti Ragging Committee;

j. Reporting all cases of ragging to the Head of the Institution, as may
be required;

k. Raking entries regarding timings and details of checking including
remarks or findings, if any, in a register.
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